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Eye-movements can help disentangle mechanisms underlying disfluency
Aurélie Pistono and Robert J. Hartsuiker
Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
ABSTRACT
To reveal the underlying cause of disfluency, several authors related the pattern of disfluencies to
difficulties at specific levels of production, using a Network Task. Given that disfluencies are
multifactorial, we combined this paradigm with eye-tracking to disentangle disfluency related to
word preparation difficulties from others (e.g. stalling strategies). We manipulated lexical and
grammatical selection difficulty. In Experiment 1, lines connecting the pictures varied in length,
which led participants to use a strategy and inspect other areas than the upcoming picture
when pictures were preceded by long lines. Experiment 2 only used short lines. In both
experiments, lexical selection difficulty promoted self-corrections, pauses and longer fixation
latency prior to naming. Multivariate Pattern Analyses demonstrated that disfluency and eye-
movement data patterns can predict lexical selection difficulty. Eye-tracking could provide
complementary information about network tasks, by disentangling disfluencies related to
picture naming from disfluencies related to self-monitoring or stalling strategies.
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Natural speech production is full of disfluencies, which
are defined as phenomena that interrupt the flow of
speech and do not add propositional content to an utter-
ance (Fox Tree, 1995, p. 709). This term includes various
phenomena such as filled or silent pauses, repeated
words, and self-corrections. Despite the high frequency
of disfluencies, the question remains as to why speakers
are disfluent. It is often argued that disfluencies occur
when the speaker faces difficulty in language production
(e.g. in creating a message or finding a word, Maclay &
Osgood, 1959), but it remains unclear whether this is
true for all levels of language production defined in
current psycholinguistic models (e.g. Dell, 1986; Levelt,
1989).
There is however a consensus that there are multiple
factors underlying disfluencies. According to one
approach (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002), filled pauses such as
“uh” or “um” are considered as words, used by speakers
to announce to their listeners that they are initiating
what they expect to be a delay before speaking. These
approaches argue for specific functions of some disfl-
uencies that are not always related to word preparation
difficulties – for instance stalling for time or creating a
particular effect in a discourse. Within the language
production system, several processing levels may be
involved in the production of disfluencies. Some
studies used a Network Task to investigate this issue
(Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2010; Oomen & Postma, 2001;
Oomen & Postma, 2002; Schnadt & Corley, 2006). In
this task (Figure 1), participants describe a route taken
by a point marker through a network of pictures so
that a listener could fill in a blank network by listening
to the description. This paradigm allows for the manipu-
lation of the items so as to create difficulties at specific
production stages (e.g. conceptual generation) while
holding other stages constant. It has been shown that
impeding the conceptual generation of a message
using blurry images increased the rate of disfluencies
(Schnadt & Corley, 2006). The network task also taps
into self-monitoring processes (Nozari & Novick, 2017)
as it elicits a substantial number of errors and self-
repairs (Oomen & Postma, 2001). Hartsuiker and Note-
baert (2010) caused difficulty in the initial stage of
lexical access by manipulating name agreement (i.e.
the number of different names speakers use to refer to
an object) and showed that pictures with low agreement
names induced more pauses and self-corrections than
pictures with high agreement names. These authors
also considered grammatical gender, which is marked
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on determiners in Dutch. In languages with grammatical
gender, determiner selection occurs after noun selection
as the determiner must agree with the gender of the
noun (e.g. Dhooge et al., 2016). Given that in Dutch
the common-gender determiner “de” occurs more fre-
quently than the neuter-gender determiner “het”, it is
possible that choosing “het” is more difficult and there-
fore results in more disfluencies. In accordance with this
hypothesis, Hartsuiker and Notebaert (2010) showed
that picture names with the less-frequent (i.e. neuter)
Dutch gender induced more disfluencies than picture
names with the more-frequent (i.e. common) Dutch
gender.
In other words, various mechanisms can lead to disfl-
uency: on the one hand, several levels of the language
system are responsible for disfluency production, on
the other hand, not all disfluencies occur with the
language system (e.g. some reflect a stalling strategy).
It is therefore important to disentangle their underlying
functions, and uncover whether different types of
difficulties are associated with different disfluency
phenomena. To do so, the current study combines
network tasks with eye-tracking, which allows identify-
ing whether, when, and for how long speakers look at
items they have to mention. It will address two broad
questions: which pattern of disfluency and eye-move-
ments occur with lexical selection difficulty and gram-
matical selection difficulty? Which disfluencies and
eye-movements are associated with other mechanisms
than difficulties in speech encoding, such as stalling
strategies?
Indeed, eye movements to visual objects are closely
tied to the production of speech about these objects
(see Ferreira & Rehrig, 2019 for a review of the current
literature on eye-movements and language production).
Speakers usually fixate upon an object just before men-
tioning it, and the dynamic between eyes and voice
(eye-voice span, Levin & Buckler-Addis, 1979) varies
with the time required to plan the oral production. In
particular, eye-voice span before speech onset (onset-
EVS, reflecting the latency between the start of the
first gaze at the picture and the onset of its name)
increases when pictures are relatively difficult to name,
such as low name agreement pictures (Griffin, 2001), pic-
tures with low-frequent names, or visually degraded
images (Meyer et al., 1998). EVS is also influenced by
other mechanisms than linguistic properties during nat-
uralistic scene descriptions (i.e. perceptual, conceptual
and structural guidance, Coco & Keller, 2015). EVS follow-
ing name onset is also tied to language production.
Using single sentence description, Griffin (2004)
showed that eye-movements follow the order of
picture description: from 100 to 300 ms before saying
an object’s name, speakers shift their gaze to the next
object to be named. This offset-EVS (i.e. latency
between the end of the last gaze at the picture and
the offset of its name) has been argued to coincide
with the end of phonological encoding.
Because of this close coupling between speaking and
seeing, eye-movements may be indicative of the mech-
anism underlying the disfluency. Nevertheless, to date
only few studies have analysed disfluencies in relation
with gaze. Focusing on a corpus of self-corrected
speech errors, Griffin (2004) showed that the EVS is
different for correct productions and errors. Specifically,
speakers are usually still gazing at the object while initi-
ating an erroneous name. This finding means that self-
corrections do not necessarily result from rushed word
preparation (i.e. if so, speakers should spend less time
gazing at pictures before uttering errors). On the con-
trary, it indicates that when self-corrected speech
errors occur, knowing which object a speaker gazed at
is informative about the detection and monitoring of
this error. Another study showed that disfluencies and
Figure 1. Example of a network for Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right).
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gazes are sometimes related to a more general incre-
mental message planning (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus,
2006). In this study, pairs of participants took turns
telling each other to click on a target picture among
various items. Some trials included a contrast picture
that differed from the target in size. The authors
showed that the timing of speakers’ fixations on the con-
trast picture predicted the type of phrase and the pro-
duction of disfluency (e.g. the contrast can be
mentioned with a pre-nominal adjective: the small tri-
angle vs. post-noun repair: the triangle, uh small one).
In other words, the authors showed that disfluency
was a way to gain time to add additional information
to a planned utterance, when the speaker saw new infor-
mation that had to be integrated into the current utter-
ance. According to this study, some disfluencies are
rather strategic than unintentional, which is consistent
with the predictions made by Clark and Fox Tree
(2002) about strategic filled pauses.
We therefore propose that eye-movements can partly
disentangle the underlying functions of disfluencies.
First, eye-tracking will allow us to examine whether
longer connected-speech production (network tasks)
induces a similar eye-speech synchronisation as picture
naming or single sentence production (i.e. studies men-
tioned above). We will test whether visual attention
increases with lexical selection difficulty and grammati-
cal selection difficulty. Second, we will also investigate
whether participants sometimes make use of anticipat-
ory and late fixations (i.e. do not follow the pace of the
marker) when describing a network, and whether
these behaviours are associated with disfluency. In par-
ticular, disfluency occurring while the speaker is gazing
at an upcoming picture probably reflects a “stalling strat-
egy” (i.e. similarly to Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006).
On the contrary, additional time spent on an picture
after speech onset (in terms of number of fixations,
offset-EVS or late fixations), will probably be related to
self-monitoring processes (Griffin, 2004). Finally, we will
discriminate, regardless of the lexical and grammatical
difficulties of the pictures, disfluencies occurring
during onset-EVS from other disfluencies. Indeed, while
previous studies using network tasks analysed disfluen-
cies related to picture naming, we will be able to
tackle disfluencies that are actually occurring when the
speaker is gazing at an item and about to produce its
name. These disfluencies will be more likely to reflect
word preparation difficulty. To test these assumptions,
we will replicate the network task study of Hartsuiker
and Notebaert (2010) on name agreement with two
changes. First, the previous study included more pic-
tures with common-gender than with neuter-gender
names, but we selected equal numbers of each gender
to test grammatical selection as well. As in the previous
study, we held word frequency, age of acquisition, and
word length in syllables constant. Second, as mentioned
above, we combined this paradigm with eye-tracking, to
address three questions: (i) Which pattern of disfluency
occurs depending on lexical selection difficulty and
grammatical selection difficulty? We aim at replicating
the finding that lexical selection difficulty induces
pauses and self-corrections and testing whether gram-
matical selection difficulty (i.e. neuter gender) induces
disfluency. (ii) What is the pattern of eye-movements
during lexical or grammatical selection? We predict
that lexical selection difficulty will induce longer onset-
EVS, similarly to single picture naming, and more
fixations on the picture. Indeed, the number of
fixations on a picture during a naming task predicts
anomia for the same item in patients with lexical difficul-
ties (Reilly et al., 2020). It is therefore possible that lexical
access difficulties induce a similar pattern of eye-move-
ments in healthy participants. We have no predictions
regarding grammatical selection. (iii) What is the
relationship between disfluencies and eye-movements?
We predict that, regardless of the manipulations (name
agreement and gender), some disfluencies will predict
longer onset-EVS, while others will be associated with
anticipatory and late fixations. In other words, not all
disfluencies will be related to picture naming difficulties.
Finally, we aimed at examining whether, by contrast,
lexical selection difficulty or grammatical selection
difficulty could be predicted based on the pattern of
eye-movements and disfluency associated with it,
using multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA, Haynes &
Rees, 2006). Indeed, traditionally, each variable is
treated as a dependent variable to determine whether
that variable varies according to the experimental con-
ditions. By contrast, MVPA extracts the information con-
tained in the pattern of information available, to test
whether experimental conditions can be distinguished
from one another on the basis of the patterns observed.
MVPA has mostly been used in neuroimaging, to infer
stimulus specific representation (e.g. Senoussi et al.,
2016) or cognitive state (e.g. Craddock et al., 2009)
based on the pattern of cortical activity. More recently,
it has been demonstrated that the viewing task a
person is engaged in (scene memorisation task,
reading task, scene search task, or pseudo-reading
task) could be classified from the pattern of eye move-
ments (Henderson et al., 2013). This means that eye
movements code a specific pattern of information
about a viewing task that a classifier can learn and
then use to predict which task viewers were performing.
In the present study, we applied multivariate pattern
classification to examine whether the type of linguistic
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difficulty could be inferred based on the pattern of disfl-
uency and eye-movements. More precisely, we tested
whether name agreement and gender could be pre-
dicted based on the pattern of eye-movements or the
pattern of disfluency (and which features were the
most consistent at a group level). This type of analysis
was done to reinforce previous analyses and provide
further information about the stability of the variables
under study across participants:
Experiment 1
Data, scripts and written transcripts to run the exper-
iments are made available on OSF: https://osf.io/9yhcb/.
Material and methods
Participants
Twenty bachelor students, all native speakers of Dutch,
participated in the experiment in exchange for course
credit. The samples have been calculated using guide-
lines for mixed models in designs with repeated
measures, for which 1600 observations per condition
are required (Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018). One participant
was excluded after analyses because more than 80% of
the trials were excluded. In the current study, a trial
refers to a picture. A trial was excluded if the participant:
used the wrong name (i.e. not the dominant name)
while naming it; did not produce anything; used the
plural or an indefinite determiner (plural and indefinite
determiners are not gender-marked in Dutch) or a
diminutive (which always has neuter gender in Dutch);
omitted the determiner. In total, 864 trials (on a total
of 3200, 27%), were excluded in Experiment 1. The
final sample consisted of 19 participants (16 Females
and 3 Males); mean age was 19 ± 1 years old.
Material
We constructed 20 networks using a programme written
in Psychopy (Peirce, 2007). Each network consisted of
eight interconnected black- and-white line pictures.
The pictures were either connected by one, two, or
three straight lines or curves. Lines were either horizon-
tal, vertical, or diagonal. Curves could be horizontal or
vertical. The route through the network was indicated
by a moving red dot that traversed the network in 42 s
(Similarly to Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2010). For Exper-
iment 1, networks were created randomly and could
have either short or long lines.
To construct the networks, 160 line drawings were
selected from the set of pictures that Severens et al.
(2005) normed for Dutch. Eighty pictures had high
name agreement and eighty had low name agreement.
Name agreement was based on the H-statistic (Snod-
grass & Vanderwart, 1980). The lower H, the fewer
names are used; when all participants use the same
name, H is 0. Mean H for low name agreement pictures
was 1.8 (±0.44) and mean H for high name agreement
pictures was 0.4 (±0.38). Eighty pictures had a common
gender name and eighty had a neuter gender name. In
each network there were two pictures with low name
agreement-common gender; two pictures with low
name agreement-neuter gender; two pictures with
high name agreement-common gender; two pictures
with high name agreement-neuter gender. The type
and number of lines connecting the pictures, as well as
the order and location of appearance of the 160 pictures
were randomised across participants. The pictures were
matched across sets for the log frequency, age of acqui-
sition, number of syllables, and number of phonemes of
the dominant names (Table 1).
Apparatus
The experiment was implemented using Psychopy
(Peirce, 2007), to display networks and record both
eye-tracking and speech production. Eye movements
from participants’ dominant eye were monitored with
an EyeLink 1000+ system, with a sampling rate of
500 Hz. The monitor display resolution was 1921 ×
1081 pixels, at a viewing distance of 88 cm. Pictures’ res-
olution was 150 × 150 pixels, subtending 2.8° of visual
angle. Head movements were minimised with chin/
head rests.
Procedure
The participants were tested individually in a quiet room.
First, in a familiarisation phase, the participants saw the
160 pictures subsequently, along with their dominant
names. Participants were instructed to study each
picture and its name, and to press the space bar to see
Table 1. Mean (±SD) log frequency per million, age of acquisition (AoA), number of syllables, name agreement (H-statistic), in
isolation for the low (LNA) and high (HNA) name agreement pictures, common and neuter gender pictures (from Severens et al., 2005).
LNA HNA p value Common Neuter p value
log frequency 1.3 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.48 0.14 1.3 ± 0.73 1.4 ± 0.44 0.20
AoA 5.9 ± 1 5.7 ± 0.95 0.33 5.9 ± 0.79 5.8 ± 1.2 0.45
Number of syllables 1.7 ± 0.59 1.5 ± 0.59 0.34 1.6 ± 0.72 1.6 ± 0.76 0.46
H-statistic 1.8 ± 0.44 0.4 ± 0.38 <.0001 1.1 ± 0.84 1.1 ± 0.84 0.9
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the next picture. This was done to ensure that difficulties
with low-agreement stimuli were truly difficulties in
choosing among lexical items, not difficulties in visual
object recognition. Then the participants took their
place in front of a computer screen which displayed an
example network. Instructions were given to provide
an accurate description of the network using complete
sentences and to synchronise the description with the
dot that moved through the network. Instructions
emphasised that a complete description mentioned
the route of the dot, including the shape and direction
of the lines or curves, and including the objects. The
instructions explicitly mentioned that it was not necess-
ary to use the name from the familiarisation phase for
each object, to ensure that difficulties with low-agree-
ment stimuli were difficulties in choosing among
lexical items, and not difficulties in visual object recog-
nition (similarly to Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2010). Partici-
pants were told that their descriptions would be played
to listeners who had to fill in an empty network, which
only showed the position of the objects. Subsequently,
three practice networks were run. The first network
was described by the experimenter (to illustrate the
task) and the next two networks were described by
the participant. During this training phase, participants
were already using the chin/head rest, to adapt the
apparatus for the experiment if needed. Feedback
about any failure to comply with the instructions was
provided when necessary. During the eye-tracking
experiment, each network was preceded by a fixation
cross in the upper centre of the computer screen and
started with a two seconds period for visual inspection
after which the dot appeared and started its path (see
procedure Figure 2). Each experiment was split into
two runs of ten networks to perform a recalibration
halfway through the experiment. Within each run, the
procedure was automatised, so that participants did
not have to press any key.
Scoring and data analysis
All productions were transcribed and scored by a native
Dutch speaker and checked by another native Dutch
speaker. Disfluencies were noted for utterances related
to paths, but we will only report analyses on utterances
related to objects, because we manipulated properties
of objects. However, disfluencies following object
names were not included (e.g. disfluencies occurring
once the object has already been named: to the canoe.
From the cal- canoe, which represented less than 1% of
all disfluencies). Disfluencies were grouped into broad
categories, to ensure a sufficient amount of data
within each category: repetitions (of a sound, syllable,
word, or phrase), filled pauses, silent pauses, pro-
longations, and self-corrections (substitutions, additions,
or deletions). Self-corrections were treated as one cat-
egory because less than 1% of self-corrections were
not substitutions. Examples are provided in Table 2.
One of the transcribers first independently transcribed
and scored all networks. In a subsequent phase, a
second transcriber listened to all the productions and
checked the transcriptions. They disagreed on 18% of
Figure 2. Procedure of each experiment. The arrow represents the time course of the experiment.
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trials for Experiment 1 and 20% of the trials for Exper-
iment 2. Disagreements were solved by a third person.
For the analysis of eye-movements, fixation positions
were categorised by object Areas of Interest (AoI) corre-
sponding to each picture. Five variables were then con-
sidered to test the effect of name agreement,
grammatical gender, and disfluency on eye-movements,
as described below (Table 3).
Results
Descriptive
There was at least one disfluency on 21% of trials (i.e. pic-
tures): 2.6% included at least one self-correction, 7.3% a
silent pause, 4.1% a filled pause, and 4% a prolongation.
Repetitions were not analysed because there were only
11 observations in this category. Regarding eye-move-
ments, 4.7% of pictures included at least one anticipat-
ory fixation and 12.9% at least one late fixation. The
average tracking ratio over the entire task was 95.6%
(min: 88.8%; max: 99.4%).
Disfluency
All disfluencies: The effects of Name Agreement, Gender,
and their interaction were tested for disfluency (all
phenomena together) using linear mixed effects
models by means of the lme4 package (Bates et al.,
2015) in R (version 3.6.1). For the random part of the
model, the maximal random effects structure (Barr
et al., 2013) was included. We then chose a backward-
selection heuristic. We used the likelihood ratio test cri-
terion by reducing the model complexity until a further
reduction would imply a significant loss in the goodness-
of-fit (Matuschek et al., 2017). For the measure of disfl-
uency, this resulted in a random intercept for network
order and image order, a random slope for agreement
and gender over subjects, and a random slope for agree-
ment, gender, agreement*gender over items. The fixed
part consisted of the agreement*gender interaction.
There was a significant effect of name agreement (χ2
(1) = 9.9, p < .01, Figure 3) indicating more disfluencies
before low name agreement; a significant effect of
gender (χ2 (1) = 10.87, p < .001, Figure 3) indicating
more disfluencies before common gender, and an agree-
ment*gender interaction (χ2 (1) = 6.63, p = .01, Figure 3),
indicating more disfluency for common gender when
name agreement is low.
Per disfluency category: Generalised linear mixed
effects models tested for effects of name agreement,
gender, and their interaction for each disfluency type
(binomial) separately, using the same methods as
described above (Matuschek et al., 2017). Self-correc-
tions and filled pauses were tested with a random inter-
cept for item and subject. There were more self-
corrections before low name agreement pictures (χ2 (1)
= 4.91, p < .05). There was a trend suggesting more
filled pauses before low name agreement pictures (χ2
(1) = 3.58, p < .06). There were also trends regarding




Substitution When the speaker stops and resumes with a substitution for a word. naar het naar de [/] brief
to the [neuter-gender] to the [common gender]
letter
Addition when the speaker stops and resumes with the addition of new material. naar de sla kropsla [//]
to the lettuce cabbage-lettuce
Deletion When a speaker stops without completing an utterance and resumes with
a new utterance.
naar de [///] dan gaat hij naar boven via
to the [///] then it goes up via
Other When the speaker stops and resumes with a grammatical or lexical error. de kano de boot [////]
de canoe de boat [////] (when canoe was the
right target)
Repetition Repetitions of sounds, syllables, words or (part) phrases. naar naar [r] het meisje
to to the girl
Pause Silent pause When the speaker delays the speech stream by being silent. naar (.) het meisje
to (.) the girl
Filled pause When the speaker delays the speech stream by inserting a filler (e.g. uh,
um)
um (h) naar het meisje
um (h) to the girl
Prolongation When the speaker delays the speech stream by prolonging a speech
sound.
naar (p) het meisje
to (p) the girl
Table 3. Description of eye-movements variables.
Variable Definition/Description Formula
Onset-EVS Latency between the start of
the first gaze at the picture
and the onset of its name.
[first gaze onset time
– speech onset time]
Offset-EVS Latency between the end of
the last gaze at the picture
and the offset of its name.
[speech offset time –




occurring from the first to
the last gaze on the
picture.




Number of fixations that
occur on the picture before
the dot traversed it.
Naming a picture




Number of fixations that
occur on the picture after
the dot traversed it.
Naming a picture
while gazing at a
previous one
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gender (χ2 (1) = 3.82, p < .06) and name agreement*gen-
der (χ2 (1) = 3.54, p < .06), suggesting more filled pauses
before common gender pictures, and common gender
pictures with low name agreement. Silent pauses were
tested with a random intercept for network order, a
random slope for agreement and gender over items,
and a random slope for agreement over subjects. This
model also showed a significant effect of name agree-
ment (χ2 (1) = 6.25, p = .01), with more silent pauses
before low name agreement. Prolongations were tested
with a random intercept for item, subject, and image
order. There was a significant effect of gender, with
more prolongations before common gender (χ2 (1) =
10.64, p < .01). In sum, low name agreement induced
self-corrections and silent pauses, whereas common
gender induced an increase of prolongations.
Eye-movements
The same method as the one used for disfluency was
chosen (Matuschek et al., 2017). After examination of
skewness and kurtosis, onset-EVS and offset-EVS were
log-transformed to normalise their distribution. Onset-
EVS and number of fixations were tested with a
random intercept for network order, image order, and
items, and a random slope for agreement over
subjects. There were significant effects of name agree-
ment (χ2 (1) = 10.71, p < .01) and gender (χ2 (1) = 5.13,
p < .05) on onset-EVS, indicating longer onset-EVS
before low name agreement and common gender pic-
tures (Figure 4). In the current study, Onset-EVS was
measured in milliseconds (similarly to Meyer et al.,
2012, for example). Appendix 1 provides another nor-
malisation of this measure (Coco & Keller, 2015), which
corroborates current effects. There were no effects on
the number of fixations (see Appendix 2). Offset-EVS
was tested with a random intercept for network order,
subjects, and items and showed a significant effect of
(low) name agreement (χ2 (1) = 11.11, p < .001) but no
effect of gender (χ2 (1) = 0.95, p = .3) or agreement*gen-
der (χ2 (1) = 0.04, p = .8). The presence of anticipatory or
late fixations was tested with a random intercept for
image order, subjects, and items. There were no signifi-
cant effects of name agreement, gender, or their inter-
action (see Appendix 2).
Effect of network configuration
Because this is to the best of our knowledge the first
study to combine eye-tracking with a network task, we
explored whether network configuration (i.e. the
length of the line preceding the picture) had an
influence on eye-movements and disfluencies related
to that picture. Indeed, 24.1% of lines were long lines
in this experiment. Each model previously used for
each variable was therefore compared with a model
including the length of the preceding line as a fixed
effect (i.e. short or long line).
Disfluencies: There was a significant effect of line
length on the production of disfluencies (χ2 (1) = 8.02,
p < .01): there were more disfluencies with longer lines.
Of the trials that were preceded by a long line, 25.1%
had at least one disfluency, compared to 19.7% of
trials preceded by a short line. More specifically, this
effect was significant for silent pauses (χ2(1) = 3.99, p
< .05) and prolongations (χ2 (1) = 7.34, p < .01), both of
which showed an increase when pictures were preceded
by long lines. The effect of line length on filled pauses (χ2
(1) = 0.77, p = 0.8) and self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 0.37, p =
0.5) was not significant.
Eye-movements: There was a significant effect of line
length on the onset-EVS (χ2 (1) = 6.00, p < .05); offset-
EVS (χ2 (1) = 34.91, p < .001); and on the number of
fixations (χ2 (1) = 39.13, p < .001), indicating shorter
latencies and fewer fixations on pictures when they
were preceded by a long line.
Links between disfluency and eye-movements
In a further set of analyses, we tested whether disfluency
predicts particular eye-movements (regardless of the
manipulations of name agreement and gender). That is
why we took the presence vs. absence of each disfluency
phenomenon as a fixed effect and took the various eye-
movement measures as dependent variables. For that
purpose, we excluded trials where more than one disfl-
uency was produced. As shown in Table 4, the onset-
Figure 3. Proportion of total disfluency depending on name
agreement and gender. Error bars show the standard error of
the mean. HNA: High Name Agreement; LNA: Low Name
Agreement.
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EVS was longer when a self-correction, a silent pause, or
a filled pause was produced. Regarding late fixations,
participants produced significantly more late fixations
towards a picture when this picture induced a self-cor-
rection or a filled pause. Offset-EVS, number of
fixations and the presence of anticipatory fixations
were not related to the production of disfluencies
related to the picture.
Multivariate pattern analyses of disfluency and
eye-movements
Finally, to investigate whether the item a participant
was naming (i.e. its name agreement or gender)
could be identified based on the pattern of eye move-
ment or disfluency, we performed multivariate pattern
classification, using the Scikit-learn toolbox (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). Classifiers were trained for each partici-
pant to identify whether s/he was about to mention
a low or high name agreement item, a common
gender, or neuter gender item. We trained a linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) classifier on four disfluency
features (i.e. self-corrections, silent pauses, filled
pauses, prolongations) and five eye-movement features
(i.e. onset-EVS; offset-EVS; number of fixations, antici-
patory fixations; late fixations). In all MVPA analyses,
features were normalised into Z-scores. The classifi-
cation was performed in a leave-one-out cross-vali-
dation approach to ensure unbiased evaluation of
classification performance: In a cross-validation fold,
the classifier was trained on data from all but one
trial and used on the left-out trial to predict its class
membership. This procedure was repeated until each
trial’s class has been predicted. Accuracy was the pro-
portion of correctly classified trials. Classification accu-
racies for each analysis were compared to chance
level, that is 50% for a two-class problem, using a
one-tailed T-test. To determine which features played
a significant role at a group level, we then performed
one-sample t-tests on each feature’s contribution in
the classification (Haufe et al., 2014). Furthermore, we
compared classification accuracies across analyses (i.e.
using eye-movements or disfluency) to estimate
which data were the most informative to classify the
different conditions.
Name agreement: For name agreement, classification
accuracies were significantly above chance level (50%)
Figure 4. Onset-EVS and Offset-EVS depending on name agreement and gender. HNA: high name agreement; LNA: low name agree-
ment; common: common gender; neuter: neuter gender.
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when analysing disfluencies (57.73% on average; t(18) =
13.32, p < .001). Silent pauses were the only feature that
was consistent across participants for this classification (t
(18) = 3.55, p < .01). Classification accuracies were also
above chance when analysing eye-movements (55.18%
on average; t(18) = 4.89, p < .001). The contribution of
onset-EVS (t(18) = 3.4, p < .01) and offset-EVS (t(18) =
−3.25, p < .01) were consistent across participants for
this classification. Classification based on disfluency
was significantly better than the one based on eye-
movements (t(28) =−2.12, p < .05). These results
showed that name agreement can be decoded based
on eye-movement or disfluency features, and that disfl-
uencies were more informative (see Figure 5A).
Gender: For gender, classification accuracies were not
above chance level, neither when using disfluencies
(51.57% on average; t(18) = 1.62, p = .08) nor with eye-
movements (50.09% on average; t(18) = 0.08, p = .5),
which means that gender cannot be predicted based
on the pattern of eye-movements or disfluency (see
Figure 5B).
Discussion
This experiment replicated the finding that pictures with
low name agreement names induce more disfluencies in
general, and more self-corrections and silent pauses in
particular (Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2010). However, con-
trary to the previous study, pictures with a neuter
gender name did not elicit more disfluencies. We
showed rather that pictures with a common gender
name were associated with more prolongations. This
Table 4. Summary of the effects of each disfluency on eye-movements.
Variable Random structure Results
Onset-EVS random intercept for item, subject, image order self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 7.99 p < .01)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) = 5.33, p < .05)
filled pauses (χ2 (1) = 14.64, p < .001)
prolongations (χ2 (1) = 0.58, p = .4)
Offset-EVS random intercept for item, subject, image order self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 3.37, p < .06)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) = 2.75, p = .1)
prolongations (χ2 (1) = 2.9, p = .1)
filled pauses (χ2 (1) = 2.4, p = .1)
Number of fixations random intercept for item, subject, image order self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 1.55, p = .2)
filled pauses (χ2 (1) = 0.07, p = .8)
random intercept for item, network order, image order random slope for
silent pauses/prolongations over subjects
silent pauses (χ2 (1) = 0.36, p = .5)
prolongations (χ2 (1) = 0.9, p = .4)
Anticipatory fixations random intercept for subjects, item, image order filled pauses (χ2 (1) = 0.69, p = .4)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) = 2.3, p = .1)
random intercept for subjects, image order random slope for prolongations/
self-corrections over items
prolongations (χ2 (1) = 0.12, p = .7)
self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 0.45, p = .5)
Late fixations random intercept for subjects, item, image order silent pauses (χ2 (1) = 0.07, p = .8)
prolongations (χ2 (1) = 1.8, p = 2)
random intercept for subjects, network order, image order random slope
for self-corrections over items
self-corrections (χ2 (1) = 8.1, p < .01)
random intercept for network order, image order random slope for hesitations
over items and subjects
filled pauses (χ2 (1) = 7.4, p < .01)
Note: Significant results are in bold.
Figure 5. Classification accuracies for each participant for identifying (A) Name agreement, (B) Gender, of the items based on eye-
movements or disfluency. The dashed line represents chance level. Each dot represents classification accuracy for a single participant.
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unexpected finding might be due to the distribution of
each gender in our set of stimuli. Indeed, because we
explicitly manipulated this variable, the experiment had
the same number of items with common gender and
neuter gender. On the other hand, Hartsuiker and Note-
baert (2010) presented more pictures with common-
gender names thanwith neuter-gender names, following
the distribution of common and neuter gender in the
Dutch language. One possibility is that, because of the
relatively large proportion of neuter-gender items, par-
ticipants’ attention towards these items increased,
which resulted in a reduction of disfluencies associated
with this gender. Although this paradoxical effect of
gender on disfluency cannot be fully explained, it at
least suggests that difficulties at distinct stages of pro-
duction lead to distinct patterns of disfluencies: difficul-
ties in determiner selection led to a different pattern of
disfluencies than difficulties in content word selection.
Apart from disfluency, the current study also exam-
ined eye-movements associated with a network task.
Few studies analysed eye-movements during linguistic
difficulties, and this study is the first to examine longer
samples than single utterances. We observed that
onset-EVS increased with lexical selection difficulty,
thereby replicating and extending the results of
studies based on single sentence production (e.g.
Griffin, 2001). Thus, it is also possible to observe effects
of word preparation difficulty in eye-movements
during connected-speech production. However, we did
not find a typical offset-EVS in the current study: The par-
ticipants were usually still gazing at the picture while
naming it and even continued gazing for more than
1.5 sec on average after picture naming had been com-
pleted. In contrast, previous literature showed that par-
ticipants do not look at items anymore while
articulating their names. Instead, they typically gaze at
the next object to be mentioned (Griffin, 2004; Meyer
et al., 1998). This difference may be related to the pres-
ence of the dot that paced the speech: Participants
therefore needed to wait for the dot to catch up if
they had rapidly named the picture. We suspect this is
why the pattern of offset-EVS had the opposite direction
from the onset-EVS (i.e. shorter for low name agree-
ment). The use of the dot also explains why participants
did not have as many anticipatory/late fixations as we
expected in this type of paradigm (i.e. 4.7% of the
trials for anticipatory fixations; 12.9% of the trials for
late fixations).
Because this is the first study to combine eye-tracking
with a network task, we explored the effect of network
configuration on thepattern of eye-movements anddisfl-
uency. The length of the line preceding an item had an
influence on both types of measure. Participants spent
less time gazing at a picture when it was preceded by a
long line (when analysing onset-EVS, offset-EVS, and
number of fixations), and at the same time they produced
more pauses (silent pauses and prolongations). This
finding might imply that participants used the extra
time they had available when the dot traversed a long
line to inspect other areas than the upcoming picture,
which led to pauses. To test this assumption, we explora-
tory considered anticipatory and late fixations produced
while the dot was traversing a line (N = 87). We counted,
for each participant, the proportion of these fixations that
was produced during short versus long lines. On average,
39.5% were anticipatory fixations and 45% were late
fixations produced while the dot was traversing a long
line (versus 13.2% anticipatory fixations and 2.3% late
fixations produced while the dot was traversing a short
line), which reinforces this hypothesis. It therefore
means that disfluency can sometimes be used as a “stal-
ling strategy” and is controlled in part by top down pro-
cesses (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Clark & Fox
Tree, 2002). Although current effects do not involve
filled pauses, contrary to Clark and Fox Tree’s view,
other authors showed that silent pauses could also
reflect speaker’s strategies at a discourse level rather
than speech encoding processes (Pistono et al., 2016;
Pistono et al., 2019). This finding also indicates that
studies focusing on disfluency using this paradigm
need to control the configuration of the network, as it
influences the use of pauses.
In sum, we showed that lexical selection difficulty and
common-gender names induce longer onset-EVS while
the number of fixations as well as the presence of antici-
patory or late fixations did not vary with these manipu-
lations. To have a fuller understanding of the production
of disfluency and eye-movements, we also examined the
effect of each disfluency on eye-movement variables. By
doing so, we observed that the production of self-cor-
rections, silent pauses, or filled pauses induced longer
onset-EVS. This supports the idea that the time spent
gazing at an object prior to naming it reflects linguistic
difficulty, but is not indicative of a specific type of
difficulty. Indeed, previous studies have shown that
this latency increases with several difficulties (e.g.
lexical selection or phonological encoding: Griffin,
2001). We also showed that participants produced sig-
nificantly more late fixations towards a picture when it
was previously associated with a self-correction or a
filled pause. Given the hypothesis that extra time
spent on an item reflects self-monitoring processes,
the current results argue for a monitoring account of
filled pauses and self-corrections.
Finally, using multivariate pattern analyses we suc-
cessfully classified low name agreement trials from high
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nameagreement trials, basedon thepattern of disfluency
or eye-movements associated with it. In particular,
classification accuracy was higher when analysing disfl-
uency, which suggests that disfluencies are a more infor-
mative and reliable feature to decode name agreement. It
is important tomention, however, that only silent pauses
contributed consistently to classier performance across
participants. This means that, although there was a sig-
nificant effect of name agreement on self-corrections in
linear mixed models, this disfluency was not consistently
informative across participants, Items’ gender could not
be predicted based on multivariate analyses of eye-
movements or disfluency. In other words, grammatical
selection difficulty could not be decoded based on the
information contained in eye-movements or disfluency,
which means that results found with linear mixed
models were not consistently informative across partici-
pants. In sum, the information patterns in eye-movement
and disfluency data allow for reliable classification of
name agreement but not of gender.
This experiment revealed that lexical and grammati-
cal selection elicit a specific pattern of disfluency and
eye-movements. In particular, the presence of lexical
selection difficulty can be inferred based on the
pattern of eye-movements or disfluency. Moreover, the
use of eye-tracking revealed a strong connection
between disfluency and gaze before speech onset
since disfluencies are predictive of longer gaze before
onset. It also revealed the presence of anticipatory and
late fixations during the description of a network.
These latter phenomena were associated with the pro-
duction of self-corrections and filled pauses. This
suggests that some disfluencies and eye-movements
reflect late self-monitoring processes, rather than
difficulties in speech encoding. However, given the
influence of line length on these results, it is important
to control whether they will be consistent when length
is held constant. To do so, we conducted a second exper-
iment where only short lines were used.
Experiment 2
Participants
Twenty further bachelor students (5males and 15 females),
all native speakers of Dutch, volunteered to take part in the
experiment. Mean age was 19.5 ± 1 years old.
Material and methods
The material and methods were identical to Experiment
1, except that networks were controlled to only have
short lines (Figure 1).
Results
Descriptive
We excluded 685 trials (21.4% of pictures) because the
wrong target was produced or the gender was
omitted. There was at least one disfluency on 16.3% of
the included trials. More precisely, 3.7% of the trials
included at least one self-correction, 5.6% a silent
pause, 4.5% a filled pause, and 5.5% a prolongation. Rep-
etitions were not analysed because there were only 10
observations in this category. Regarding eye-move-
ments, 3.6% of pictures induced at least one anticipatory
fixation and 15.1% at least one late fixation. The average
tracking ratio was 92.8% (min: 80.9%; max: 99.3%).
Disfluency
All disfluencies: The effects of name agreement, gender,
and their interaction were tested with a random inter-
cept for subjects and items. The fixed part consisted of
the agreement*gender interaction. There was a signifi-
cant main effect of name agreement (χ2 (1) = 10.88,
p < .001, Figure 6) indicating more disfluencies before
low name agreement; a significant effect of gender
(χ2 (1) = 11.48, p < .001, Figure 6) indicating more disfl-
uencies before common gender, and an agreement*-
gender interaction (χ2 (1) = 6.51, p < .05, Figure 6),
indicating that, in the low name agreement condition,
participants produced more disfluency before common
gender.
Per disfluency category: Generalised linear mixed
effects model tested agreement* gender on each
Figure 6. Proportion of total disfluency depending on name
agreement and gender. Error bars show the standard error of
the mean. HNA: High Name Agreement; LNA: Low Name
Agreement.
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phenomenon (binomial). Self-corrections and pro-
longations were tested with a random intercept for
network order and image order, a random slope for
agreement over subjects, and a random slope for
gender over items. There was a significant effect of
(low) name agreement on self-corrections (χ2 (1) =
10.19, p < .01), whereas the effects of gender (χ2 (1) =
0.56, p = .5) and agreement*gender (χ2 (1) = 0.19, p
= .7) were not significant. There were significantly
more prolongations before common gender nouns (χ2
(1) = 16.21, p < .0001). There was a trend regarding the
effect of name agreement (χ2 (1) = 3.6, p < .06),
suggesting more prolongations before low name agree-
ment. The agreement*gender interaction was not sig-
nificant (χ2 (1) = 0.92, p = .3). Filled pauses were tested
with a random intercept for subjects and items. The
model also showed an effect of name agreement (χ2
(1) = 11.32, p < .001), indicating more filled pauses
before low name agreement, while other effects were
not significant (gender: (χ2 (1) = 1.54, p = .2); agree-
ment*gender: (χ2 (1) = 1.48, p = .2)). Silent pauses were
tested with a random slope for agreement, gender,
and agreement*gender over subjects and items, and a
random slope for agreement over network order and
image order. This resulted in a significant effect of
(low) name agreement (χ2 (1) = 17.59, p < .0001) while
the effects of gender (χ2 (1) = 1.52, p = .2) and agree-
ment*gender (χ2 (1) = 0.02, p = .9) were not significant.
In sum, items with low name agreement were
accompanied by more self-corrections, prolongations
(albeit only marginal), filled pauses and silent pauses.
Gender only affected prolongations, and gender and
agreement never interacted.
Eye-movements
As for Experiment 1, onset-EVS was log-transformed.
This measure was tested with a random intercept for
image order, a random slope for gender over
network order, and a random slope for agreement
and gender over subjects and items. This resulted in
a significant effect of name agreement (χ2 (1) = 15.53,
p < .0001, Figure 7). Other effects were not significant
(gender: (χ2 (1) = 1.45, p = .2); agreement*gender: (χ2
(1) = 0.05, p = .8)). Offset-EVS and anticipatory fixations
were tested with a random intercept for items, sub-
jects, and image order. The presence of anticipatory
fixations was not significant affected by any variable
(see Appendix 2). Offset-EVS was significantly longer
Figure 7. Onset-EVS and Offset-EVS depending on name agreement and Gender. HNA: high name agreement; LNA: low name agree-
ment; common: common gender; neuter: neuter gender.
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after high name agreement (χ2 (1) = 15.59, p < .001,
Figure 7). Other effects were not significant (gender:
(χ2 (1) = 0, p = .99); agreement*gender: (χ2 (1) = 0.43, p
= .5)). The number of fixations was tested with a
random intercept for image order and network order,
and a random slope for agreement and gender over
subjects and items. The effect of name agreement
was significant, indicating more fixations on low
name agreement pictures (χ2 (1) = 5.11, p. < .05).
Other effects were not significant (gender: (χ2 (1) =
2.17, p = .1); agreement*gender: (χ2 (1) = 0.36, p = .5)).
The presence of late fixations was tested with a
random intercept for subjects, items, image order,
and network order. There were no significant effects
of name agreement, gender, or agreement*gender
(see Appendix 2 for detailed results).
Links between disfluency and eye-movements
As in Experiment 1, we tested the presence vs. absence
of each disfluency phenomenon as a fixed effect and
took the various eye-movement measures as dependent
variables. Results are presented in Table 5. There was a
significant main effect of each disfluency on onset-EVS,
indicating longer prior gazes when a disfluency was pro-
duced. There was also a significant main effect of all
phenomena but prolongations on offset-EVS, indicating
shorter offset-EVS when a self-correction, a silent pause,
or a filled pause was produced. Disfluency had no effect
on the number of fixations or on the presence of antici-
patory fixations. There was a significant effect of filled
pauses on late fixations: the presence of late fixations
towards a picture increased when this picture induced
a filled pause. In other words, participants gazed back
at a picture more often when they hesitated before
naming this picture.
Multivariate pattern analyses of disfluency and
eye-movements
Following the same method as the one developed in
Experiment 1, classifiers were trained for each partici-
pant to identify whether the participant was about to
mention a low or high name agreement item, a
common gender, or neuter gender item. We again
trained a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier on
four disfluency features (i.e. self-corrections, silent
pauses, filled pauses, prolongations) and five eye-move-
ment features (i.e. onset-EVS, offset-EVS, number of
fixations, anticipatory fixations, late fixations).
Name agreement: For name agreement, classification
accuracy using disfluency was significantly above
chance (59.57% on average; t(19) = 7.04, p < .001). The
contribution of each feature was consistent across par-
ticipants for this classification (self-corrections: (t(19) =
3.6, p < .01); silent pauses: (t(19) = 6.5, p < .0001); pro-
longations: (t(19) = 3.2, p < .01); filled pauses: t(19) = 3.5,
p < .01). Classification accuracies were also above
chance when analysing eye-movements (57.89% on
average; t(19) = 7.29, p < .001). Onset-EVS (t(19) = 4.04,
p < .0001) and offset-EVS (t(19) =−2.11, p < .05) were
consistent features for this classification. Classification
based on disfluency was not significantly better than
the one based on eye-movements (t(38) =−0.5, p = .6),
which means that eye-movement and disfluency are
equally informative relative to name agreement (see
Figure 8A). Compared to Experiment 1, classification
based on disfluency was not significantly higher (t(25)
=−1.25, p = .2). However, classification based on eye-
movements was (t(20) = 2.1, p < .05).
Gender: For gender, classification accuracies were
above chance level when analysing disfluencies
Table 5. Summary of the effects of each disfluency on eye-
movements.




random intercept for item,
subject, image order
self-corrections (χ2 (1)
= 17.74, p < .0001)
silent pauses (χ2 (1)
= 9.85, p < .01)
prolongations (χ2 (1)
= 4.54, p < .05)
random intercept for item,
subject, network order,
image order
filled pauses (χ2 (1) =




random intercept for item,
subject, image order
self-corrections (χ2 (1)
= 14.94, p < .001)
silent pauses (χ2 (1)
= 7.31, p < .01)
prolongations (χ2 (1)
= 0.3, p = .6)
filled pauses (χ2 (1)
= 17.65, p < .0001)
Number of
fixations
random intercept for item,
subject, network order,
image order
filled pauses (χ2 (1) =
2.83, p = .1)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) =
1.04, p = .3)
prolongations (χ2 (1)
= 1.78, p = .2)
random intercept for item,
subject, image order
self-corrections (χ2 (1) =






self-corrections (χ2 (1) =
0.61, p = .4)
filled pauses (χ2 (1) =
0.62, p = .4)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) =
0.01, p = 1)
prolongations (χ2 (1)
= 1.05, p = .3)
Late fixations random intercept for
subjects, items, network
order, image order
self-corrections (χ2 (1) =
0.49, p = .5)
silent pauses (χ2 (1) =
2.16, p = .1)
prolongations (χ2 (1)
= 0.24, p = .6)
random intercept for
network order, image
order random slope for
filled pauses over items
and subjects
filled pauses (χ2 (1) =
10.58, p < .0.01)
Note: Significant results are in bold.
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(53.72% on average; t(19) = 3.83, p = .001, Figure 8B) but
not when analysing eye-movements (49.41% on
average; t(19) =−.41, p = .3). Only the contribution
of prolongations was consistent across participants
(t(19) =−2.5, p < .05). Compared to Experiment 1,
classification based on disfluency significantly increased
(t(37) =−3, p < .01) while classification based on eye-
movements did not (t(19) = 0.79, p = .4).
Discussion
Despite the presence of only short lines, this experiment
elicited fewer disfluencies than Experiment 1 overall (i.e.
16.3% instead of 21%). Nevertheless, we replicated most
results: pictures with low name agreement again led to
more self-corrections and silent pauses than pictures
with high name agreement, similarly to Experiment 1
and Hartsuiker and Notebaert (2010) (but also to more
filled pauses, in contrast to Experiment 1 that only
showed a trend). The effect of gender was also similar
to the one found in the first experiment: items with a
common gender name induced more disfluency (i.e.
prolongations), contrary to what was expected on the
basis of Hartsuiker and Notebaert’s study. In short, low
name agreement induced all types of disfluency
except for prolongations, and prolongations were the
only type of disfluency showing a significant effect of
gender. As mentioned above, the findings suggest that
difficulties at distinct stages of production lead to dis-
tinct patterns of disfluencies.
Concerning eye-movements, the use of a consistent
type of configuration (i.e. short lines connecting the pic-
tures only) led to clearer findings. All significant variables
showed a similar effect of name agreement, but no
effect of gender or agreement*gender. Low name agree-
ment elicited longer onset-EVS, shorter offset-EVS, and
more fixations towards the item, in line with our predic-
tions. Contrary to Experiment 1, the effect of gender on
eye-movements was not significant, which suggests that
the act of determiner selection is not as demanding as
the act of lexical selection. Finally, the presence of antici-
patory or late fixations was not influenced by name
agreement or gender in either experiment.
The use of a consistent configuration also led to better
classification accuracies, both when decoding items’
name agreement or gender. In particular, the classifier
could predict name agreement above chance level for
all participants, when analysing the pattern of eye-move-
ments or disfluency. For disfluency patterns, all features
had a significant contribution. This means that the clas-
sifier found information in each feature, and that their
contribution was sufficiently consistent across partici-
pants. For eye-movements patterns, onset-EVS and
offset-EVS had a consistent contribution to classifications,
while the number of fixations was not significant. This
means that EVS is more informative across participants
to predict name agreement than the number of
fixations on the picture (although number of fixations
was affected by name agreement in the linear mixed
models). Regarding gender, the classifier could predict
from the pattern of disfluency whether participants
were about to name items with common gender or
neuter gender. This feature was also the only one that
was consistent across participants. This reinforced
findings from linear mixed models and implies that, com-
pared to Experiment 1, patterns are more stable across
participants. On the contrary, the classifier could not
predict from the pattern of eye-movements whether par-
ticipants were about to name itemswith common gender
or neuter gender, which reinforces the conclusions from
linearmixedmodelling:gender selectioncannotbedistin-
guished on the basis of eye-movements.
Figure 8. Classification accuracies for each participant for identifying (A) Name agreement, (B) Gender, of the items based on eye-
movements or disfluency. The dashed line represents chance level. Each dot represents classification accuracy for a single participant.
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Onset-EVS was predicted by different types of disfl-
uencies, similarly to Experiment 1. However, disfluencies
also elicited shorter offset-EVS. Contrary to the first
experiment, and because of the controlled configuration
of the networks, participants probably had to shift their
gaze earlier to stay synchronised with the pace of the
dot after the production of a disfluency. The presence
of late fixations was associated with the production of
filled pauses only. Although it is unclear why the effect
of self-corrections was not significant, it argues for a
common origin of filled pauses and self-corrections, in
relation with verbal monitoring.
General discussion
This study combined eye-movements monitoring with a
network task paradigm to evaluate the effects of difficul-
ties in isolated levels of language production on disfl-
uencies and eye-movements. It replicated and
extended previous findings on the effects of lexical
and grammatical selection on disfluency and eye-move-
ments. Additionally, eye-tracking proved to be informa-
tive about the underlying mechanisms of disfluency,
beyond difficulties related to speech encoding. We will
now discuss the different research questions that we
outlined in the introduction, and their theoretical
implications.
(i) Which pattern of disfluency occurs depending on
lexical selection difficulty and grammatical selec-
tion difficulty?
We replicated the effects of low name agreement on
disfluencies (Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2010) in two exper-
iments. We also found an effect of gender twice. More
precisely, we replicated the finding that difficulties in
the initial stage of lexical access elicits self-corrections
and pauses in both our experiments, in line with our
hypothesis. The finding that difficulties in finding a
name of a picture promote pauses is compatible with
the claim that pauses reflect an “act of choice”
between lexical items with similar semantic features
(e.g. Beattie & Butterworth, 1979). Because of this “act
of choice”, speakers are also more error-prone, leading
to the production of self-corrections.
However, neuter gender did not elicit more disfluency
than common gender. Contrary to Hartsuiker and Note-
baert (2010), and because we explicitly manipulated
grammatical selection, each network had four items
with common gender names, and four items with
neuter gender names. This has the disadvantage that
the distribution of determiners for target picture
names does not follow the distribution in the Dutch
language. It is therefore possible that participants
created opposite expectations (i.e. the expectation that
the next determiner to be produced is more likely to
have neuter than common gender). Additionally, disfl-
uencies elicited by common gender items were mainly
prolongations. Possibly, this effect is related to the pho-
nological form of the common gender determiner (“de”
in opposition to the neuter gender determiner “het”),
which is more likely to encourage prolongations
because it ends in a vowel rather than a stop consonant.
This manipulation had some consequences for statistical
power. Because we excluded trials where the participant
used a different gender marking (e.g. plural, indefinite
determiner), we excluded more trials than Hartsuiker
and Notebaert.
(ii) What is the pattern of eye-movements during con-
nected-speech production, and during lexical or
grammatical selection?
As we hypothesised, we also found an effect of name
agreement on onset-EVS in both experiments, which
replicates and extends earlier work. More specifically,
both experiments showed that Onset-EVS increases
with word preparation difficulties during connected-
speech production, in line with what has been shown
during picture naming (e.g. Meyer et al., 1998 with low
frequent items or degraded pictures) or single sentence
production (e.g. Griffin, 2001 with low frequent items
and low name agreement items). As they describe net-
works, participants’ gazes reflected the difficulty
related to word selection and encoding for upcoming
items. However, previous literature constantly showed
that about 100–300 ms before saying an object’s
name, speakers shift their gaze to the next item to be
named (e.g. Griffin, 2001; Meyer et al., 1998), which
coincides with the end of phonological encoding. On
the contrary, we found that participants were still
gazing at the picture while and after naming it. In all like-
lihood, this finding is related to our paradigm, and
specifically to the fact that speech rhythm was
imposed by the pace of a dot moving through the
network. While this offset-EVS was shortened when a
disfluency was produced (Experiment 2), it did not vary
much during fluent utterances, when participants
could easily stay synchronised with the pace of the
dot. In that sense, the task we used is more artificial
than studies based on single word or single sentence
production. Indeed, the use of a marker going through
the network constrained eye-movements after picture
naming and altered the eye-speech lag usually
described in the literature (e.g. Griffin, 2001). It also
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probably limited the production of anticipatory and late
fixations.
(iii) What is the relationship between disfluencies and
eye-movements?
The monitoring of eye-movements during a network
task also revealed a strong connection between disfl-
uencies and eye-movements in Experiment 2. Disfluen-
cies and Onset-EVS before speech onset both
increased with lexical selection difficulty, and disfluen-
cies were predictive of longer Onset-EVS. Filled pauses
predicted the production of late fixations, suggesting
that some disfluencies and eye-movements are associ-
ated with other mechanisms than difficulties in speech
encoding, such as self-monitoring processes. Moreover,
although we showed that eye-movements’ monitoring
is feasible during a network task paradigm, it is crucial
to control for the configuration of pictures that have
to be mentioned. In particular, the use of long lines in
Experiment 1 induced more pauses and fewer eye-
movements towards the item to be mentioned, which
indicates the use of strategies from the participants.
(iv) Can name agreement and gender be predicted
based on the pattern of eye-movements or the
pattern of disfluency?
Finally, we showed that lexical selection difficulty
(and to a lesser extent grammatical selection) can be
decoded from the pattern of disfluency or eye-move-
ments produced by a speaker using MVPA. This means
that disfluencies and eye movements are sufficiently
informative about the linguistic difficulty of an item
that a classifier can learn and predict the type of item
a speaker was about to mention. In previous work,
Coco and Keller (2014) extracted eye-movement fea-
tures from visual and language tasks (i.e. visual search,
object naming, and scene description) to test whether
automatic classification of these tasks was possible.
They showed that the three tasks were indeed associ-
ated with distinctive eye-movement patterns, which
suggests that both visual and linguistic processing
influence eye-movement patterns. The current exper-
iment shows that, even within a same task, a classifi-
cation algorithm can be successful in predicting the
type of information being processed, based on linguistic
and visual features. Although classification accuracies in
the current study were just above chance level, they pro-
vided complementary findings about lexical and gram-
matical selection. More precisely, while some
classifications reinforced findings from linear mixed
models (e.g. that prolongations are the only consistent
feature predicting grammatical gender in Experiment
2), they also revealed inter-individual differences (e.g.
features that were not consistent across participants).
Such findings call for further research on the underlying
factors shaping these particularities. These methods are
also particularly interesting when examining manipula-
tions at different levels of the language production
system. Indeed, previous research has demonstrated
that onset-EVS or disfluency increase with linguistic
difficulty (e.g. conceptual, lexical, or phonological
level). However, although mean onset-EVS or pro-
portions of disfluency can change as a function of lin-
guistic manipulation, the distributions of these values
are likely to overlap strongly across manipulations. In
that sense, the use of multivariate pattern classification
can bring more information, by determining whether
the type of linguistic difficulties can be inferred and dis-
entangled from the pattern of eye-movements or disfl-
uency (i.e. by comparing patterns related to items’ age
of acquisition and items’ name agreement for
example). This could be a further step for current
models of language production, to explain when and
why which disfluencies occur.
Theoretical implications and future work
Speech encoding difficulties: As previously mentioned,
the current findings suggest that difficulties at distinct
stages of production lead to distinct patterns of disfluen-
cies: difficulties in determiner selection led to a different
pattern of disfluencies than difficulties in content word
selection. They also suggest that all disfluency types con-
sidered here can – at least partly – be related to speech
encoding difficulty, since they were associated with
longer onset-EVS. In particular, self-corrections did not
result from rushed word preparation, similarly to Griffin
(2004). Future work is required to examine the effect
of difficulties at other levels of the language production
system using this paradigm, to get a broader view of
disfluency production. Similarly to what has been done
in earlier work, the conceptual generation of a
message can be manipulated using blurry images
(Schnadt & Corley, 2006) and time pressure could be
used to hamper the monitoring system (Oomen &
Postma, 2001). Future work manipulating phonological
complexity is required to uncover the pattern of disfl-
uency associated with difficulty at the phonological
level. As mentioned above, MVPA could also be a comp-
lementary technique, in addition to linguistic manipula-
tions. It could help disentangle the pattern of disfluency
and eye-movements associated with difficulties at each
level.
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Stalling strategies: The analyses of eye-movement
variables showed that not all disfluencies are related
to speech encoding. Some may be related to stalling
strategies. Indeed, Experiment 1 revealed the use of
strategic pauses when a picture is preceded by a long
line, which is consistent with Brown-Schmidt and
Tanenhaus (2006). Indeed, these authors showed that
speakers sometimes make use of strategic disfluency,
to buy enough time to add additional information to
a planned utterance (i.e. to include the name of an
area of interest they gazed at in a specific time
window). In the current study, we showed that speakers
can also use strategic disfluency to buy time to produce
an utterance while gazing at an upcoming area of inter-
est. These findings also support work by Ferreira and
Swets (2002), who showed that speakers speak more
slowly when they have less time to prepare their utter-
ances. In other words, speakers are able to adapt their
speech rate or use of disfluency, and these phenomena
are not always accidental.
As previously mentioned, linguistic difficulty did not
affect the frequency of anticipatory fixations in the
current experiments. However, the difficulties we intro-
duced (low name agreement and infrequent grammati-
cal gender) were not necessarily noticeable when
looking at the pictures in the network. One can
imagine that such fixations will increase when manipu-
lating visual–conceptual processing, using visually
degraded pictures like Meyer et al. (1998) or Schnadt
and Corley (2006). Using this type of manipulation
with eye-tracking will certainly contribute to revealing
the use of anticipatory fixations and strategic disfluency.
Self-monitoring: In both experiments participants
sometimes produced late fixations towards a picture,
in particular when the picture induced a filled pause. Fol-
lowing Griffin’s findings, we hypothesised that
additional time spent on an item – and disfluency associ-
ated with it – could reflect self-monitoring processes and
uncertainty about the answer. By using manipulations
that hamper speech monitoring (e.g. divided attention),
we will be able to test this assumption more specifically.
Indeed, following this hypothesis, uncorrected errors
would induce shorter onset-EVS than repaired errors.
In conclusion, this study is the first to combine eye-
tracking with a network task to evaluate the effects of
difficulties in isolated levels of language production on
disfluencies and eye-movements. It showed that difficul-
ties in the initial stage of lexical access result in a specific
pattern of disfluency and eye-movements, whereas the
effect of grammatical selection is less clear. Further
work is required to analyse more precisely what patterns
of disfluencies are associated with difficulties at other
levels of language production.
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